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Abstract—Back propagation algorithm (BP) is a widely used
technique in artiﬁcial neural network and has been used as a tool
for solving the time series problems, such as decreasing training
time, maximizing the ability to fall into local minima, and optimizing
sensitivity of the initial weights and bias. This paper proposes an
improvement of a BP technique which is called IM-COH algorithm
(IM-COH). By combining IM-COH algorithm with cuckoo search
algorithm (CS), the result is cuckoo search improved control output
hidden layer algorithm (CS-IM-COH). This new algorithm has a
better ability in optimizing sensitivity of the initial weights and bias
than the original BP algorithm. In this research, the algorithm of
CS-IM-COH is compared with the original BP, the IM-COH, and the
original BP with CS (CS-BP). Furthermore, the selected benchmarks,
four time series samples, are shown in this research for illustration.
The research shows that the CS-IM-COH algorithm give the best
forecasting results compared with the selected samples.
Keywords—Artiﬁcial neural networks, back propagation
algorithm, time series, local minima problem, metaheuristic
optimization.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

HE concept of artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) is to
create mathematical model reﬂecting the system of brain
functions that is a collection of neurons with connecting
synapses. The collection is organized into the input layer,
the hidden layer, and the output layer [1]-[4]. ANN is
used in various kinds of problems such as forecasting and
classiﬁcation. In time series applications, ANN has been
used in predicting carbon dioxide emissions, power load
forecasting, as well as Dow-Jones industrial average. Still,
there are three main limits to ANN, that are, slow training,
easy to fall into local minima, and very sensitive for the choice
of the initial weights and bias.
Recently, BP is adopted as another technique in ANN. The
BP is more understandable and easily in programming. The BP
is structured into two main parts: forward pass and backward
pass. However, the BP contains big algorithm and requires big
data for training process which takes a long time [5]-[7]. The
main problems of the BP are local minima problem and its
slow speed in convergence problem, which lessen the ability
to fall into global minimum [8], [9]. As a result, there are
many works of research focusing in ﬁnding a better performed
algorithm that has global optimal solution, good generalization
performance, as well as better training in order to a accelerate
training speed.
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Many years ago, the researchers were striving for the
process that can solve these problems of local minima problem
and slow convergence problem. One of the best performed
algorithms in improving the BP is Gradient Descent Algorithm
(GD) and Levenberg Marquardt Algorithm (LM) [10-13].
These algorithms used the choice of optimization methods as
the activation function to apply to network. Still, it can only
solve some part of the problems. Therefore, a new algorithm
that has been proposed to solve optimization problems is
metaheuristic optimizations. Metaheuristic optimizations are
the most popular algorithms that are used to solve local
minima problem and slow of convergence problem for the
best performance of network by combining the BP with
metaheuristic optimization, e.g., particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [14], [15], artiﬁcial bee colony optimization (ABC)
[16]-[18], and genetic algorithm (GA) [19], [20]. Furthermore,
a cuckoo search algorithm (CS) is developed in recent years
by Yang and Deb [21] as a new metaheuristic optimization
that is solved optimization problem [22]-[25]. In the testing of
the CS-BP algorithm performance, the result shown that the
CS-BP algorithm gave a better result than the PSO-BP and
GA-BP algorithms [26]. Meanwhile, the research of Nazri et
al. has improved the LM algorithm in the training of the BP
algorithm to solve local minima and slow of convergence in
the CS algorithm. The new algorithm is called CS-LM. In the
experiment where the CS-LM algorithm was compared with
the ABC-LM, ABC-BP and BP algorithms, the optimal results
of the CS-LM algorithm shown good performance in the case
studies in term for convergence speed and rate. However,
the problem of slow speed of convergence in training was
improved very little in some part for the network [24].
In 2016, Wongsinlatam has improved the BP and proposed
a new algorithm called Improve Control Output Hidden Layer
Algorithm (IM-COH) [27]. This algorithm was developed by
controlling the result in the output hidden layer together with
using the BP to reduce noise by adding penalty terms to the
objective function. The research tested the performance of
the IM-COH algorithm with two-spiral classiﬁcation problem
and Mackey-Glass time series prediction. The result shows
that the IM-COH algorithm gave a better performance in
solving classiﬁcation problem than time series prediction.
Furthermore, the IM-COH algorithm performed better than
the BP algorithm. However, IM-COH algorithm has limit in
solving slow speed in convergence problem.
In this paper, the process of the IM-COH algorithm is
combined with the CS algorithm to address the IM-COH
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algorithm limit. The experiment is divided into three parts:
determining the IM-COH structure, obtaining the best weights
and bias through the CS algorithm, and predicting through
neural network. This paper is presented as follows. The ﬁrst
part explains the proposed algorithms which are the BP,
IM-COH, and CS algorithms. Then the paper presents the
new algorithm CS-IM-COH in Section II. In Section III, the
simulation results and discussions are shown to compare the
performances on the four time series samples. Finally, the ﬁnal
section shows conclusions and presents the points of the future
work orientation.
II. P ROPOSED A LGORITHMS
Open Science Index, Mathematical and Computational Sciences Vol:13, No:3, 2019 waset.org/Publication/10010106

A. Back-Propagation (BP)
The one of the most widely used neural network algorithm
is a BP Algorithm. The BP algorithm is a common method
for training neural network. The topology of the BP algorithm
has input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The two parts
have the forward and the back transmission and the back
transmission of network for the learning and training process.
The notations used in the BP are described below:
xli
dj
yjl

=

f (blj )

blj
l
Δwji
α
E
P

output of neuron i in the lth layer,
desired output of neuron j
in the output layer,
actual output of neuron j
in the lth layer,
activation of neuron j in the lth layer
weight connecting neuron i in l − 1th
layer to neuron j in the lth layer,
weight update value,
learning rate,
global error,
number of layers.

δjl =

∂(f (blj ))  l+1 l−1
δk wkj .
·
∂(blj )
k

(5)

Then the weight for the hidden nodes are carried out. The
BP equations provide a way of computing the gradient for the
error function.
The concrete steps of the BP algorithm are the forward part
of the input signal of network and the back part of the error
signal. The steps start with presenting the inputs at the input
layer with a set of the corresponding activation function for
the input layer, then feedforward, follows with output error
and compute the vector, backpropagate the error, and output
for the gradient of the global error function, respectively [3],
[28].
B. IM-COH Algorithms (IM-COH)
The IM-COH algorithm (IM-COH) developed in 2016 by
Wongsinlatam [27], by adding new term of the criterion
function or the global error at (1) that is used in the basic
of the BP algorithm. In the new term, the global error of the
IM-COH algorithm can be deﬁned as:
E = E + ϕ · ΔT,

(6)

where ϕ is a small value of parameter, ΔT is a new term,
the training of the parameters of the IM-COH algorithm is
required in order to minimize the output of the hidden layers
according to (6).
The new term can be deﬁned as:
 
P −1 
l
l
j −f (bj ) ; ∀j, l; f (bj ) ≥ 0,
l=1
(7)
ΔT =
P −1 
l
; ∀j, l; f (blj ) < 0.
j f (bj )
l=1
Next, the weight is updated as follows:
 l
− ϕαulj xl−1
wji (t) + αδjl xl−1
l
i
i ,
wji (t + 1) =
l
l l−1
wji (t) + αδj xi + ϕαulj xl−1
i ,

The purpose of the BP algorithm is to optimize the weights
and the global error can be deﬁned as:
1
(dj − yjP )]2
(1)
E=[
2 j

where

uP
j = 0,

(8)

(9)

The basic equation of the BP algorithm for the output layer
is:
P
wji
(t + 1)

=

P
wji
(t) + α

(P −1)

P
= wji
(t) + αδjP xi

,

∂(f (bP
j ))
,
P
∂(bj )

(3)

the weight equation is used to update for hidden layer,
(l−1)

l
l
(t + 1) = wji
(t) + αδjl xi
wji

ulj =

(2)

where δjP is clariﬁed to be
δjP =

and,

∂(f (bP
j ))
(P −1)
· (dj − yjP ) · xi
,
P
∂(bj )

,

where
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(4)

⎧
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎩

∂(f (blj ))
∂(blj )
∂(f (blj ))
∂(blj )

·
·




k

l+1
ul+1
k wkj −

k

l+1
ul+1
k wkj +

∂(f (blj ))
,
∂(blj )
l
∂(f (bj ))
.
∂(blj )

(10)

The index of k runs all node in the l + 1th layer and the lth
layer is connected by the j th node. Then the weight in case
1 and 2 at (8) are used in (7) for case 1 and 2 accordingly,
the derivative algorithm is deﬁned to adjust the weights for
the output nodes in (10) and according to (7) for case 1
and 2, respectively. The IM-COH algorithm is similar to BP
algorithm in one epoch, however, this algorithm adds the new
term to the error function to control the outputs nodes for
hidden layers.
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C. Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CS)
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The CS algorithm is proposed by Yang and Deb for the
optimization problem [21]. The CS algorithm is a global
search algorithm for ﬁnding an optimum solution. The
algorithm of the CS are composed of the following. First,
for all of cuckoo in the population, every bird lays only one
egg at the time and randomly selects a nest in order to place
its egg. Second, the population cannot change the eggs with
the best ﬁt in order to make the whole population evolve
forward. Third, the host bird discovers the cuckoo eggs with
probability (Pa ) and determine Pa ∈ [0, 1]. In this case, the
cuckoo has no other choice and it has to build a fully new
cuckoo Lévy ﬂight
nest. In generating the new solution, xt+1
i
can be deﬁned as:
= xti + α1 ⊕ Lévy (α),
xt+1
i
and

Lévy ∼ u = t−λ ;

1 < λ ≤ 3,

(11)

(12)

where α1 is the step size and the product ⊕ means entry
wise multiplications. The CS algorithm initialed the population
n for the nest, and randomly selected the best nest via Lvy
ﬂight. However, the most critical parameters required to obtain
the optimal solution from the CS algorithm are Pa and α1 .
The steps of the CS algorithm can be shown as follows in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: The steps of the CS algorithm
Objective function f (x), x = (x1 , ..., xn )T ;
Initial a population of n host nests xi ,
for all i = (1, 2, ..., n);
while (t ¡ MaxGeneration) or (stop criterion);
Get a cuckoo (say i) randomly by Lévy ﬂights;
Evaluate its quality/ﬁtness Fi ;
Choose a nest among n (say j) randomly;
if (Fi > Fj )
Replace j by the new solution;
end
Abandon a fraction (Pa ) of worse nests;
build new ones at new locations via Lévy ﬂights;
Keep the best solutions;
Ranking the solutions and ﬁnding the current;
end while
III. T HE A LGORITHM
A. The CS with IM-COH Algorithm (CS-IM-COH)
The new algorithm called Cuckoo Search Improve Control
Output Hidden Layer Algorithm (CS- IM-COH) is the
combination of the algorithm of IM-COH with the CS
algorithm for the optimization of weights and bias through the
CS algorithm in forecasting problem. The particularized steps
of the CS-IM-COH algorithm can be presented as follows.
First, determining the IM-COH structure, then the initial of
weights and bias are randomed, and then they are encoded
according to the algorithm of CS. The encoded weights and
bias are put into the CS algorithm in order to optimize the
IM-COH network. Second, the construct of the CS-IM-COH
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network, the optimal weights and bias obtained from the
algorithm of the CS algorithm are used to construct the
CS-IM-COH network and the training error is calculated.
When, the training error meets the requirements, the training
of the CS-IM-COH network stops. Finally, the test set is put
into the trained of CS-IM-COH network to predict output.
There are six steps, initializing the CS algorithm,
determining ﬁtness function, updating position operator,
selecting operator, replacing operator, and eliminating operator
in order to ﬁnd the cuckoo individual with the best ﬁtness. The
presented steps of the CS-IM-COH algorithm can be explained
as the following:
Step 1: The cuckoo individual is encoded, that is a
composed of real number string. Follow with connection
weights between the hidden layer and the output layer,
connection weights between the hidden layer and the input
layer, connecting the bias in the output layer and the hidden
layer. Each cuckoo individual contains all the weights and bias
in the IM-COH algorithm.
Step 2: The initial weights and bias of the IM-COH
algorithm can be determined according to the best individual.
After training the IM-COH algorithm, the weights and bias
are used to predict the output. The ﬁtness value of cuckoo
individual F is the sum of the absolute error as follows:
F =c·

n

i=1

|di − yi |,

(13)

where n is the node number of the output layer in the
IM-COH algorithm and c is a coefﬁcient. di is the desired
output and yi is the predicted output for the node i in the
IM-COH algorithm.
Step 3: A cuckoo is randomly chosen from the cuckoo
population and its position is updated according to (11). The
ﬁtness (Fi ) of the ith cuckoo at generation t and position xti
is evaluated by (13).
Step 4: Another cuckoo is randomly chosen from the cuckoo
population which is i = j, and its position ﬁtness Fj of the ith
cuckoo at generation t and position xtj is evaluated by (13).
Step 5: Replacing operator, where the ﬁtness value of the
cuckoo i is bigger than the cuckoo j, that is, Fi > Fj , and xj
is replaced by the new solution.
Step 6: When the populations are in the ﬁnalized state, ceil
(n ∗ P a), the worst cuckoos are removed in each generation.
In order to make the population size unchanged, ceil (n ∗ P a)
cuckoos would randomly be generated. The cuckoos with the
best ﬁtness will be passed directly to the next generation.
This optimization process is repeated until the satisfactory
weights and bias are found. In the last part, the IM-COH
algorithm with the optimal weights and bias is constructed
and is trained to predict the output.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
Four time series samples from datamarket.com are used
in this paper for analysis. First, Milk Production Samples,
this samples have the information about the monthly milk
production in the units of pounds per cow from January of
1962 to December of 1975. Second, Pigs Samples which
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TABLE I
T HE ACCURACY T RAIN AND T EST DATASET OF A LGORITHMS
Algorithms
Train dataset
Mean Best Worst
Std.
BP
87
89
87
1.69
IM-COH
88
89
88
0.95
CS-BP
88.75
89
88
0.74
CS-IM-COH
89
90
89
0.45
Test dataset
Algorithms
Mean Best Worst
Std.
BP
87.25
89
86
1.87
IM-COH
88.33
89
87
1.84
CS-BP
88.50
89
87
1.09
CS-IM-COH
89
90
88
0.97

are information about the monthly total number of pigs
slaughtered in Victoria in the units of number of pigs
from Jannuary of 1980 to August of 1995. Third, Clay
Bricks Samples which contains the quarterly production
of clay bricks: million of units from March of 1956
to September of 1981. Finally, the sample is the Raw
Steel Samples which are information about the monthly
production of raw steel in Australia : thousand tonnes from
January of 1956 to November of 1993. The appropriate
sizes of time series samples to be used in this paper are
shown as in-samples and out-of-samples; (In-samples=118
and Out-of-samples=50 for Milk Production Samples),
(In-samples=132 and Out-of-samples=56 for Pigs Samples),
(In-samples=109 and Out-of-samples=46 for Clay Bricks
Samples), and (In-samples=319 and Out-of-samples=136 for
Raw Steel Samples). The workstation used to carry out the
result equipped with SCILAB. The SCILAB version 6.0.1 is
a free software that is used to carry out simulation of the
algorithm [29]. The global performance of forecasting was
calculated by an accuracy of algorithms and MSE errors. The
equation for MSE was given as follows:
M SE =

1
H

T +H

j=T +1 (dj

− yj ),

TABLE II
T HE F ORECASTING C OMPARISON (MSE E RRORS )
Time Series
MSE
Milk Production

BP

IM-COH

CS-BP

CS-IM-COH

115.862

53.865

4.507

4.385

7.037

4.929

5.731

4.830

6.423

5.531

4.640

2.640

102.431

49.153

4.785

3.477

* (MSE ×10−3 )

Pigs
* (MSE ×10−2 )

Clay Bricks
* (MSE ×10−2 )

Raw Steel
* (MSE ×10−3 )

(14)

where, T is the current time period, H is the forecasting
horizon, dj is original values which is normalized into the
range [0, 1], and yj is the estimated forecast. In all results, the
lower values of MSE indicate a better forecasting ability of
the algorithm [30]
A. Comparing Performance of Algorithms
For the purpose of comparing performance in this section,
the BP algorithm, IM-COH algorithm and the CS algorithm
are tested to ﬁnd optimal parameters estimation for algorithms
and the parameters are set as follows. The results are
recorded in Table I. For CS-IM-COH algorithm, epochs
= 1000, learning rate = 0.1, sigmoid activation function
and linear activation function for the output. For the CS
algorithm part in CS-IM-COH algorithm, discovery rate Pa =
0.1, population size = 100, and maximum generation =
100. Table I showed that, for training dataset, the best
performance and the average performance of the BP, IM-COH,
CS-BP, and CS-IM-COH algorithms have little difference.
Still, the CS-IM-COH algorithm performs slightly better than
the CS-BP, IM-COH, and BP algorithms, respectively.
The CS-IM-COH algorithm is better than the CS-BP, and
IM-COH algorithms and is signiﬁcantly superior to the BP
algorithm. For test dataset, the overall prediction accuracy
of the CS-IM-COH algorithm is much better than all other
algorithms. In addition, the Std. (standard deviation) of
the CS-IM-COH algorithm is clearly less than the CS-BP,
IM-COH, and BP algorithms. To conclude, the CS-IM-COH
algorithm generates a more stable prediction output with little
ﬂuctuation.

obtained results are shown in Table II. The MSE error of
the CS-IM-COH algorithm is lower which indicates a better
forecast when compared with the CS-BP, IM-COH, and BP
algorithms, respectively.
To summarize, the best performed algorithm is the
CS-IM-COH algorithm. The result is shown with MSE
error: Milk Production Samples 4.385×10−3 , Pigs Samples
4.830×10−2 , Clay Bricks Samples 2.640×10−2 , and Raw
Steel Samples 3.477 ×10−3 where the error is less than the
CS-BP, IM-COH, and BP algorithms in every time series
samples. For illustration, Table III shows the number of inputs,
hidden nodes, and total minimum time of network (second)
of the two best algorithms optimized by the CS-BP and
CS-IM-COH algorithms. The result indicates that, the total
minimum time of the CS-IM-COH algorithm is always better
than the CS-BP algorithm and greatly require less computation
time in all of time series samples.
The CS-IM-COH algorithm has the best performances in all
four time series samples. The CS-IM-COH algorithm for Milk
Production Samples is used epochs = 1000, learning rate =
TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF THE B EST A LGORITHMS FOR O PTIMIZATION
Time Series
Milk Production
Pigs
Clay Bricks
Raw Steel
Time Series
Milk Production
Pigs
Clay Bricks
Raw Steel

B. Comparing Convergence for Time Series Samples
For the results of time series samples, the stopping criteria
of algorithms is maximum generation (100 generations). The
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CS-BP
Input

Hidden

Time (sec.)

118
132
109
319

64
67
59
120

107
121
98
337

CS-IM-COH
Input

Hidden

Time (sec.)

118
132
109
319

58
60
46
98

85
105
74
290
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0.1, sigmoid activation function and linear activation function
for the output. For the CS algorithm part in CS-IM-COH
algorithm, discovery rate Pa = 0.1, population size = 100,
and maximum generation = 100. The CS-IM-COH algorithm
for Pigs Samples is used epochs = 1000, learning rate =
0.1, sigmoid activation function and linear activation function
for the output. For the CS algorithm part in CS-IM-COH
algorithm, discovery rate Pa = 0.2, population size = 100,
and maximum generation = 100. The CS-IM-COH algorithm
for Clay Bricks is used epochs = 1000, learning rate =
0.2, sigmoid activation function and linear activation function
for the output. For the CS algorithm part in CS-IM-COH
algorithm, discovery rate Pa = 0.4, population size = 100, and
maximum generation = 100.The CS-IM-COH algorithm for
Raw Steel Samples is used epochs = 1000, learning rate =
0.1, sigmoid activation function and linear activation function
for the output. For the CS algorithm part in CS-IM-COH
algorithm, discovery rate Pa = 0.3, population size = 100, and
maximum generation = 100.
The simulation shows that, the best performances of total
minimum time for Clay Bricks, Milk Production, Pigs, and
Raw Steel Samples of the CS-IM-COH algorithm (74, 85,
105, and 290 sec.) is clearly faster than the best performances
of total minimum time of the CS-BP algorithm, respectively.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper, proposes an improvement of a BP algorithm,
called the IM-COH. By combining cuckoo search algorithm
(CS) with IM-COH, the result algorithm is called the
CS-IM-COH. This new algorithm is proposed to be used
to optimize the initial weights and bias of artiﬁcial neural
network. In this paper, the CS-IM-COH is compared with
the original BP, the original CS, and the original CS-BP for
illustration. Furthermore, four time series samples are selected
as case studies to test its performances. The comparing
parameters that are used in this paper are; the accuracy of train
and test, the MSE errors of forecasting, and the total minimum
time. The research result conﬁrms that CS-IM-COH performs
best in convergence rate and local minima problem.
In the future, the author would like to focus on research
in three prospects which are; to improve other algorithms
of neural networks, to modify the groups of metaheuristic
optimizations (e.g., CS, ABC, and PSO), and to combine those
results to solve other optimization problems.
A PPENDIX
A. Summary of Acronyms and Their Meaning Used
ANN:
BP:
CS:
IM-COH:
CS-BP:
CS-IM-COH:

Artiﬁcial Neural Network
Back Propagation Algorithm
Cuckoo Search Algorithm
Improve Control Output Hidden Layer
Algorithm
Cuckoo Search Back Propagation algorithm
Algorithm
Cuckoo Search Improve Control Output
Hidden Layer Algorithm.
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